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Executive Summary
Overview
This report outlines the way in which a policy, introduced by the Labour Government in the
early 2000s and expanded by the Conservative-Liberal Democrat Coalition from 2010, to
give individual schools freedom has in fact resulted in over 70 per cent of those schools
having less freedom than they had before, if indeed they legally exist as separate schools at
all. It explains how the resulting practical issues could be addressed – including restoring
genuine school autonomy – without necessarily needing the politically dramatic step of reimposing a system of maintained schools.
Nearly a third of publicly-funded schools in England are now ‘academies’ (22 per cent of
primary and 68 per cent of secondary schools), rather than ‘maintained by’ local authorities.
Academies are owned and run by not-for-profit private trusts registered with Companies
House, subject to company law and some statutory education law, and controlled and
funded directly by central government by contract, rather than governed by statutory
education law as for maintained schools.
Although some trusts run ‘stand-alone’ academies, most academies are now in ‘chains’. In
2017, 73 per cent of academies were run by Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs). These schools no
longer exist as legal entities and cannot – at the initiative of the head teacher or local
governing body – decide to leave the MAT.
The report provides a brief history of the school system and the development of the
academies programme in England. It discusses the ‘funding agreements’ for academies;
academy ‘chains’; regional schools commissioners; the legal identity of academies; and
some of the ‘freedoms’ of academies. It also summarises some key issues raised by what it
describes, and presents proposals for policy makers to address some of these.
The English school system and academies
The Education Act 1944 established a national system of primary and secondary education,
comprising schools under the overall supervision of ‘local education authorities’ (now ‘local
authorities’), responsible for funding (‘maintaining’) all such schools. From 1988 schools had
legal autonomy and they, rather than the local authority, became responsible for making
decisions on matters such as finance and appointments.
From the early 2000s, academies were gradually introduced by the Labour Government;
these were designed to replace schools considered ‘failing’ by the school inspection body,
Ofsted. Academies were not ‘maintained’ by local authorities, instead being ‘sponsored’ by
businesses, individuals, churches or voluntary bodies, which made a contribution to the
capital costs and then ran the schools. Revenue costs were met directly by central
government. Sponsoring bodies established trusts (private companies with charitable
status) which entered into funding agreements (contracts) with the Secretary of State. In
2009, the requirement for sponsor financial contributions was removed.
All aspects of school governance for those academies were initially prescribed by the
contract, with those academies thus being initially ‘freed’ from the statutory provisions
4

applying to maintained schools, in areas such as admissions, exclusions, SEN, the curriculum,
and so on. By the time of the 2010 general election there were just 203 such ‘sponsored’
academies, out of a total of 3,333 secondary schools, namely 6 per cent of all secondary
schools.
Following the 2010 general election, the Conservative-led Coalition Government enacted
the Academies Act 2010 which provided a bespoke statutory mechanism for maintained
schools, both primary and secondary, to be forced or allowed to ‘convert’ to academy
status. New academies were also established under the label of ‘free schools’. Where a local
authority considers that there is a need for a new school in its area, it must (other than in
exceptional cases) seek proposals to establish an academy in the form of a ‘free school’.
The Department for Education (DfE) has, over time, adopted various ‘model funding
agreements’ as the templates for the agreements for academies being created at the time
(but with no backward effect). In 2014, eight Regional Schools Commissioners (RSCs) were
appointed as DfE civil servants, with responsibility for approving new academies and
intervening to address underperformance in academies. They are now vested with
significant powers and responsibility with respect to academies and maintained schools.
Issues













Many key governance features vary from school to school, between maintained
schools and academies, and between academies, depending, in part on the timing
and circumstances of their creation with no consideration of their present needs.
Despite the initial driver of giving schools freedom and autonomy, those now run by
MATs have no freedom.
Decisions which, in maintained schools, are taken by governors appointed by an
open process through meetings which must be publicised and reported on, are – in
academies – now often taken by ‘trustees’, whose appointment remains opaque,
and through processes that are not subject to rules on openness which apply across
other areas of public life.
Decisions which, in relation to maintained schools, are taken by local authorities
under the oversight of elected local councillors which operate in meetings subject to
‘public participation’ obligations, are – for academies – taken by the eight RSCs,
individuals appointed by central government.
Local authorities remain under a duty to ensure there are sufficient schools in their
areas, but have no direct power to do anything about this given the role played by
the RSCs and the free school presumption.
Making changes to maintained schools – opening them, closing them, expanding
them, changing the range of pupils for whom they make provision – involves a public
process (public notices, and opportunity to object, and so on). This does not happen
with academies.
There is a lack of reliable information of the way in which the academies policy is
working.
Academies are not required to follow the national curriculum, so are potentially
reducing educational opportunities for pupils who attend them. Nor are they
required to adhere to the national school teachers’ pay and conditions, with
potential impacts on teacher retention in maintained schools.
5



Whilst the accounts of academy trusts must be audited by external auditors, the
accounts themselves do not provide a detailed account of how (public) money is
spent, in contrast to maintained schools. This again is a transparency issue, and
opens the door to possible abuse of funds.

Possible legal and policy solutions
Reduce fragmentation in the operational specifics
There are various ways in which fragmentation could be reduced. For example, there is no
obvious reason why the Local Government Ombudsman can scrutinise the admissions and
exclusion decision processes for maintained schools but not academies; and there is a
strong case to be made for simplifying admissions arrangements, and ensuring all schools
teach broadly the same ‘national’ curriculum. It is also unclear why the rules which the DfE
considers appropriate to apply to the latest generation of academies should not, at the very
least, apply to all academies.
We suggest that the current, incoherent and fragmented, set of provisions are brought
together in a single framework around aspects of school governance. One key aspect of that
could be in restoring a common format for governing bodies, including restoring to
academies the requirements for parental, staff, and community involvement. Such a
framework could be more or less prescriptive for each area, as considered appropriate.
The template for this could be the way in which common frameworks for special
educational needs (SEN) and exclusions were introduced for academies and maintained
schools, overriding the previous incoherence between maintained schools and academies,
and between one academy and another. This would require statutory intervention. In this
case, parliament would set the overall framework, not the particular Secretary of State or
RSC of the moment. A similar approach could be adopted with respect to teachers’ pay and
conditions.
Introduce transparency
There is a clear need for more transparency regarding the governance of academy trusts,
which points to things like requiring trusts to publish SEN policies and expenditure for
individual academies in the same format as maintained schools. Such transparency
arrangements could include common statutory arrangements around governance, the
operation of academy governing bodies, and so on.
Autonomy for schools?
The notion of what it means to be a school and the idea that schools have autonomy and
some existence as organisations has been discarded in many instances. Addressing this
would require the reinstatement of the legal identity of the many schools currently run by
MATs and (assuming that the contractual/academy model remains part of the system)
would require there to be a contract for each academy, even if a ‘MAT-type’
support/advisory layer were to remain. Restoring the autonomy and legal identity of schools
could allow for the mobility of academies between MATs. A further opportunity – assuming
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the continuation of academy type entities – would be the standardisation (by statute) of the
contractual arrangements (rather than the existing multiplicity of different contracts).
Restore local democratic oversight
We propose that the contracts under which academies operate (newly separated out in
relation to MATs) should be with the local authority rather than the Secretary of State (or
the eight RSCs). This would restore the linkage with local authorities whilst (assuming this is
what is wanted) keeping the relationship primarily contractual rather than statutory. It
would be a shift from central government (and indeed RSCs) to local government, but
without reducing school freedom.
Existing MAT organisations, where they add real value (in actually supporting the local
running of schools, for example) could continue as a service which individual schools could
call on, perhaps by buying in services from it, just as maintained schools can choose to buy
in support services from the local authority or from external providers.
The presumption of a ‘free school’ when a new school is needed should be removed so that
local authorities are able to ensure sufficiency of local supply.
Beyond that
These measures would still leave in place two parallel strands overall: maintained schools
and academies, albeit with both linked to local authorities (rather than central government)
and with common overall requirements around the specifics of governance and operations.
Stopping there would have the attraction of not actually changing the core legal notion of
an academy – a school run by a trust under contract with the state – and so would be a
relatively modest, if powerful, step to take.
A further step, would be to allow academies (newly freed from chains by being reinstated as
separate legal entities) to become maintained schools. A new legal framework directly
enabling such a transition would be required. At present the only way an academy can
become maintained again is for the academy to close and then for the local authority to
open a new maintained school, the reverse of how academies were created from
maintained schools pre-Academies Act 2010. That process could be made compulsory, but is
not necessary to deal with many of the issues and challenges which have, in practice, caused
the problems with the academies programme as it has developed over time.
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Introduction
There has been a rapid and significant transformation of school-based education in England
since 2000, with nearly a third of schools now being ‘academies’ rather than being
‘maintained’ by local authorities. Academies are owned and run by not-for-profit private
trusts (exempt charities) which register as companies with Companies House and are
subject to company law. Academies are controlled and funded directly by central
government by means of a contract between a trust (i.e. a legal entity) and the Secretary of
State for Education, rather than being run by a governing body in accordance with statutory
education law, as is essentially the case for maintained schools.
However, beyond this apparently simple starting point there is huge variation, great
complexity and no clarity of description or understanding when it comes to academies. In
some cases the trust runs a single ‘stand-alone’ academy under contract with the Secretary
of State; some trusts run a number of academies (a Multi-Academy Trust or MAT) under a
single contract; in some instances individual stand-alone academies with individual
contracts (or even MATs) have then grouped themselves under what has been called by
some (though the term is used differently by different people and organisations) an
‘umbrella trust’; and some stand-alone trusts with individual contracts have entered into
what some have called ‘collaborative partnerships’ with other trusts.
The term ‘chain’ has been coined, but is used in different ways by different people and
organisations, something which causes confusion. One organisation specialising in business
advice to academies1 uses the term to describe MATs, umbrella trusts and collaborative
partnerships, but in 2015 the DfE used the term to cover just MATs and academies/MATs
‘linked by’ a common ‘sponsor', 2 but now seems not to use it at all. None of these are legal
terms of art (other than MAT which describes an outline legal structure).
This confusion matters, because the legal implications of each of the many academy
governance structures involved are entirely different and, as we shall see, can easily be
misunderstood. Certainly, for a concerned person, such a parent or a local MP, finding out
who actually decides what the governance arrangements for any particular academy are
and who actually runs the school, can be a very real challenge, particularly from published
materials.
Local authorities, having been dominant in the provision of school-based education since
the Education Act 1944, now have a markedly reduced role, at least in relation to schools
that are now academies: 30 per cent of schools overall (22 per cent of primary and 68 per
cent of secondary schools).3

1

See for example: Carter and Coley, Different Types of Academy Chains. 2018
https://www.carterandcoley.co.uk/services/specialist-sectors/academy-schools/different-types-academychains
2
DfE. Measuring the performance of schools within academy chains and local authorities SFR 09/2015,
London: DfE, 2015.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/415659/
SFR09_2015.pdf
3
DfE, Schools, pupils and their characteristics: January 2017. London: DfE, 2017.
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/schools-pupils-and-their-characteristics-january-2017
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Overall, the school-based education system in England has changed radically, from a
transparent national system of schools with their own legal identity and management, with
local oversight via democratically elected local authorities and where all state schools
operated to a single legal model (with modest variations), to a part-locally administered
system and a part-centrally-controlled, but in any event now highly fragmented, and highly
opaque, system.
This report provides a brief history of relevant aspects of the school system in England and
the development of the academies programme. The following sections discuss: the funding
agreements for academies and how these have changed over time; academy ‘chains’;
regional schools commissioners; and the legal identity of academies. We then look at some
of the ‘freedoms’ underpinning the academies programme. Somewhat ironically, as we
explain, the academies programme, promoted to bring freedom and independence from
central control for schools, has ended up with over 70 per cent of academies actually being
run by Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs) having entirely lost the legal identity and autonomy
enjoyed by both stand-alone academies and maintained schools (leaving them in much the
same position as maintained schools before the introduction of ‘local management of
schools’ following the Education Reform Act 1988) with others in collaborative
arrangements (or ‘chains’) of other kinds. Perhaps unintentionally (and certainly
inconsistently with the initial political imperative), the process has ended up as an exercise
of centralisation and loss of control by schools themselves: many schools are now run by
self-appointed trusts far from the communities they serve, not by local governors with local
authority oversight. The final section of this report summarises the key issues raised by the
changes that have taken place and presents proposals that could be considered by policy
makers to address some of these issues.

1 The English school system over time
The Education Act 1944
The Education Act 1944 established a national system of primary and secondary education,
comprising schools under the overall supervision of ‘local education authorities’ (latterly just
called ‘local authorities’).4 The local authority was responsible for funding (‘maintaining’)5 all
such schools.6
Many changes to the system took place over the following decades including the emergence
(and sometimes disappearance) of various types of maintained schools: community and
voluntary-controlled schools (under the direct control of the local authority) and some with
more autonomy (particularly over admissions), notably voluntary-aided schools (often
associated with religious bodies), grant-maintained schools and foundation schools.7

4

There were also – and still are – private fee charging schools.
By the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 section 22, the core obligation on a local authority when it
comes to ‘maintaining’ a school is to ‘defray its expenses’.
6
Different types of school were established: grammar schools, technical schools and secondary modern
schools. Following Circular 10/65 comprehensive schooling was introduced across most of the country .
7
West, A. and Bailey, E. The development of the academies programme: ‘Privatising’ school-based education
in England 1986-2013, British Journal of Educational Studies, 61, 2 (2013): 137-159.
5
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Perhaps the most fundamental changes were in the establishment of school governing
bodies as freestanding legal entities8 and in the arrangements for ‘local management of
schools’,9 the combined effect of which was that, from 1988, schools – in the form of the
governing body – themselves made and were able to act on key decisions on matters such
as finance and appointments rather than that all being under the local authority, as had
been the position before. Despite those shifts and developments, the maintained school
system (which still remains in place for the majority of schools) remains relatively coherent
in terms of governance and structures.
Academies pre-2010
However, from the early 2000s, changes to the state-funded school system have been
made, starting with the initial gradual introduction of academies. Academies – originally
known as City Academies – were introduced by the Labour Government, albeit without any
close parliamentary or public scrutiny.10 Their forebears had been City Technology Colleges
(CTCs) introduced by the Conservative Government after 1986.11
These initial ‘academies’ (as they came to be known) were designed to replace schools
deemed to be failing by the school inspection body, Ofsted. They were not ‘maintained’ by
local authorities, instead being ‘sponsored’ (a term used in different ways in different
situations over time, as we shall see) by businesses, individuals, churches or voluntary
bodies, which made a contribution to the capital costs and then ran the schools.
Revenue costs were met directly by central government and set at a comparable level to
other schools in the local authority, though with additional funds to cover the cost of
services for which the academy would be directly responsible once it was no longer
‘maintained’ by the local authority. To make that happen, the sponsoring bodies established
trusts (private companies with charitable status) which entered into funding agreements
(contracts) with the Secretary of State for Education. In 2009, the requirement for those
sponsors to make financial contributions to new academies was removed.
All aspects of school governance for those academies were prescribed by the contract, with
the academies thus being ‘freed’ from the statutory provisions applying to maintained
schools in areas such as admissions, exclusions, SEN, the curriculum, and so on. However,
they were instead required – by contract – to offer a ‘broad and balanced’ curriculum, but
with special emphasis in at least one area of the curriculum (e.g., science and technology,
languages, the arts or sport). They were ‘all ability’ schools, with admissions policies agreed
upon with the Secretary of State for Education, and were permitted to select up to 10 per
cent of pupils on the basis of aptitude for the specialism.
8

Education Act (No 2) 1986
Education Reform Act 1988
10
Education Act 1996 section 482, which had provided for City Technology Colleges, was amended by the
Learning and Skills Act 2000 to provide for “city academies”, to be created by an agreement between the
Secretary of State and a ‘person’.
11
Wolfe, D. Schools: The Legal Structures, the Accidents of History and the Legacies of Timing and
Circumstance, Education Law Journal, 14, 2 (2013): 100-113; see also West, A. and Bailey, E. The development
of the academies programme: ‘Privatising’ school-based education in England 1986-2013, British Journal of
Educational Studies, 61, 2 (2013): 137-159.
9
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By the time of the 2010 general election there were just 203 such ‘sponsored’ academies,
out of a total of 3,333 secondary schools, namely 6 per cent of all secondary schools.12
Academies Act 2010 (and beyond)
Academies Act 2010
Following the 2010 general election, the Conservative-led Coalition Government enacted
the Academies Act 2010, which provided a bespoke statutory mechanism for maintained
schools, both primary and secondary, to ‘convert’ (a new statutory term) to academy
status.13 There was no longer a requirement to specialise in a subject area.
A new key policy goal was for academy status to be ‘the norm for all state schools, with
schools enjoying direct funding and full independence from central and local bureaucracy’,
and using this apparent autonomy to raise standards and narrow the attainment gap
between children from different social groups. Extending greater autonomy in this way to
all schools was said to be ‘an absolute priority’.14 Ironically, as we shall see, despite that
original intention most academy schools now no longer exist as legal entities to enjoy any
notion of independence.
Initially, only schools deemed ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted could apply to become academies;
considerable financial incentives were offered to encourage schools to convert to academy
status.15 But from April 2011, all schools ‘performing well’ could apply.16 New academies
were also established under the label of ‘free schools’, but the difference was in name only.
The free school presumption
The Education Act 2011 introduced section 6A (the ‘free school presumption’)17 to the
Education and Inspections Act 2006: where a local authority considers that there is a need
for a new school in its area it must (other than in exceptional cases) seek proposals to
establish an academy (in the form of a ‘free school’). This leaves local authorities still under
a legal duty to secure that efficient primary and secondary education is available in their
area18 and the specific duty to secure that sufficient schools for providing primary and
secondary education are available in the area19, but without any direct legal power to (for
example) set up new schools themselves to meet those needs.

12

West, A. and Bailey, E. The development of the academies programme: ‘Privatising’ school-based education
in England 1986-2013, British Journal of Educational Studies, 61, 2 (2013): 137-159.
13
Funding agreements now take effect under Academies Act 2010 section 1.
14
DfE The Importance of Teaching Cm 7980, London: DfE. 2010: 52, 54.
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/175429/CM-7980.pdf
15
West, A. and Bailey, E. The development of the academies programme: ‘Privatising’ school-based education
in England 1986-2013, British Journal of Educational Studies, 61, 2 (2013): 137-159.
16
DfE. A guide to becoming an academy, London: DfE. 2011.
17
DfE The free school presumption: Departmental advice for local authorities and new school proposers,
London: DfE. 2016.
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/501328/Free_school__pres
umption_guidance_18_february.pdf
18
Education Act 1996 section 13
19
Education Act 1996 section 14
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Forced academisation?
In March 2016, the Secretary of State announced that all maintained schools would be
forced to become academies by 2022.20 However, by May 2016, in the face of opposition
from backbench MPs and local government, the Government backtracked, saying it would
not force academisation, although the goal of all schools being academies remains.21
Current state of play
In January 2017, there were 3,748 primary academies out of a total of 16,768 primary
schools (22 per cent) and 2,325 secondary academies out of a total of 3,408 secondary
schools (68 per cent). Altogether 30 per cent of all primary and secondary schools are
academies (see Table 1).22
Table 1: State-funded primary and secondary schools in England 23
Academies & Free
Schools (%)
Primary converter academy
Primary sponsored academy
Primary free school
Primary maintained schools
Total primary schools

2,530
1,082
136

Secondary converter academy
Secondary sponsored academy
Secondary free school
University technical college (1)
Studio school (1)
Secondary maintained schools
Total secondary schools

1,471
619
151
48
36

3,748 (22%)

2,325 (68%)

Maintained
schools (%)

Total number (%)

13,038
13,038 (78%)

16,786 (100%)

1,083
1,083 (32%)

3,408 (100%)

Total primary & secondary schools
6,073 (30%)
14,121 (70%)
20,194 (100%)
Notes: (1) University technical colleges and studio schools are also types of academy, catering for
students aged 14-19.
20

DfE. Educational Excellence Everywhere Cm 9230, London: HMSO, 2016.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/508550/
Educational_excellence_everywhere__print_ready_.pdf
21
th
Adams, R. Government drops plan to make all schools in England academies, The Guardian 6 May 2016.
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2016/may/06/government-backs-down-over-plan-to-make-allschools-academies
22
In January 2018, the proportion of schools that were academies varied from 93 per cent in Bromley to 6 per
cent in Lancashire, Lewisham and North Tyneside. Immediately after the expansion of the academies
programme in 2010 it was common for schools to form stand-alone trusts, known as single-academy trusts
(SATs). Since August 2012, an increasing number of academies have formed/joined multi-academy trusts
(MATs) (National Audit Office. Converting maintained schools to academies, HC 720 SESSION 2017–2019.
London: NAO, 2018).
23
DfE. Schools, pupils and their characteristics: January 2017. London: DfE, 2017.
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/schools-pupils-and-their-characteristics-january-2017
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2 Academies and funding agreements
As noted earlier, academies are owned and run by not-for-profit private trusts, but
controlled and funded directly by central government by means of a funding agreement – a
legally-binding contract – between a trust and the Secretary of State for Education.
The Department for Education (DfE) has, over time, adopted various ‘model funding
agreements’ as the templates for the agreements for academies being created (whether as
new ‘free schools’ or from the conversion of a maintained school) at the time. By that
mechanism, the DfE has introduced many changes and added many additional restrictions
across a range of governance and pupil-related matters (including the areas of admissions,
curriculum, and so on, for which ‘freedoms’ had been sought, as above).
But the model is just a forward looking template. The many and sometimes frequent
changes in the model (as the DfE has sought to reinstate controls and deliver new policy
initiatives) do not have retrospective effects – they cannot change existing contracts – and
so they do not have an impact on existing academies.
The effect is considerable variation when it comes to matters of perhaps most direct
concern to parents, pupils and so on – curriculum, admissions, discipline, etc. – across
academies, as new academies are formed on new bases. Contracts for existing academies
(and therefore the requirements which apply to them) only change if the contracts are
varied by agreement between the academy trust and Secretary of State (which has
happened to only a very limited extent), or if overridden by statute.
Examples of statutory overriding have included new provisions relating to SEN24 and to
25
permanent exclusions, through which the Conservative-led Coalition Government
overrode pre-existing contractual arrangements (and thus ‘freedoms’ for all academies)
seemingly without any great resistance even from the academy trusts in question.

3 Academies, chains, umbrella trusts and MATs
Stand-alone academies, chains, umbrella trusts
Although there are still some ‘stand-alone’ academies (where the academy trust operates a
single school under contract with the Secretary of State), most academies are now in
‘chains’ of one sort or another.
What has emerged, simply through changes made by the DfE and initiatives from academies
themselves (and without any parliamentary scrutiny), has been a range of governance
structures of enormous variation and complexity.
The key term ‘chain’ (which has no formal legal meaning) appears to be used – but in
different ways by different people and organisations and at different times – as a catchall
term for a range of situations in which multiple academies are legally connected. In debates

24
25

Children and Families Act 2014
School Discipline (Pupil Exclusions and Reviews) (England) Regulations 2012
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in parliament, MPs have sometimes treated chains and MATs as if they are the same thing.26
However, the situation is actually much more complex. In short, different uses of the term
‘chain’ include (at least) the following:27




individual stand-alone academies with individual contracts which have grouped
themselves under what has been called an ‘umbrella trust’;
stand-alone academies with individual contracts have entered into what some have
called ‘collaborative partnerships’.
academies run by Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs).

In 2015, the DfE adopted a different understanding and classification of the notion of a
’chain’,28 namely to describe just two situations (and not including the umbrella trust or
collaborative partnership noted above) namely:
A ‘sponsor-led’ chain comprising five or more academies linked to the same
approved sponsor. There may be a number of different trust arrangements in place –
a sponsor’s linked academies may all be in SATs [single academy trusts], may all be in
MATs, or may be a combination of SATs and MATs. Many converter academies are
recorded as being in sponsor-led chains, but are not in themselves ‘sponsored’.
These converters will have voluntarily joined academy trusts that are led by
‘approved’ sponsors.
or
A ‘non-sponsor led’ chain comprising five or more academies in a MAT.
Where (according to that same 2015 DfE document):
The term ‘linked’ in this context usually means that:
(a) the academy sponsor is listed as the ‘principal sponsor’, ’lead sponsor’ or
‘sponsor’ in section 1 (‘Interpretations’) of the articles of association; or
(b) the name of the trust/company’s name in the articles in section 2 of the articles is
the name of the academy sponsor; or

26

Lucy Powell, then Shadow Education Secretary: ‘multi-academy trusts – MATs – or chains as they have
become better known’ House of Commons Debate Schools White Paper 13 April 2016 Volume 608, col 421
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2016-04-13/debates/16041341000001/SchoolsWhitePaper
27
See for example: Carter and Coley. Different Types of Academy Chains. 2018.
https://www.carterandcoley.co.uk/services/specialist-sectors/academy-schools/different-types-academychains
28
DfE. Measuring the performance of schools within academy chains and local authorities SFR 09/2015.
London: DfE, 2015: 10-11
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/415659/
SFR09_2015.pdf
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(c) the academy sponsor has majority influence on an academy trust: either as a
founding member of the academy trust (in the memorandum of association); or as
subsequently appointed members in section 12 of the articles.
The DfE list (in effect) described an additional, fourth, type of ‘chain’ in which a number of
stand-alone academies with their own legal identity (in the form of individual trusts) and
separate contracts with the Secretary of State form part of a ‘chain’ by virtue of a common
‘sponsor’, rather than by an umbrella trust or collaborative partnership as described above.
That, in turn means that some MATs are themselves ‘part of a wider sponsor arrangement
where the sponsor oversees multiple MATs’.29
In April 2018, the official DfE database of publicly-funded schools30 identified the following
mutually exclusive forms of academy/academy group: 1,840 single academy trusts (SATs),
1,476 MATs, and 1,012 School Sponsors (these support an underperforming academy/group
of academies).31
The term ‘umbrella trust’ seems itself to be used by some people for the situation in which
each academy (i.e. the trust that runs that academy) retains its legal identity and
contractual relationship with the Secretary of State, but with another trust sitting over the
top. For example, Charity Commission guidance describes umbrella trusts in this context as
‘charities established to offer services and support to a number of schools’, and says that
Often a Diocese will want to set up an umbrella trust to promote the Church
character of the schools in its diocese and to help and support the schools to fulfil
their responsibilities. An umbrella trust might act as a sponsor or appoint the
majority of the governors to help to hold the governing body to account.32
As for the particular powers that such a body might have (or rather, be given by the
academies that enter into a legal relationship with an umbrella trust), the Charity
Commission gives the following examples:
(a) to procure and deliver goods and services to the member schools, (b) to establish
a Raising Achievement Panel and to assist any such panel to deliver improved
achievement at any member school, (c) acting as a sponsor for or appointing
trustees to member schools.
In governance terms these have very different implication: (a) could merely be a contract for
services, (b) depends on whether the contemplated panel is merely providing support to
individual schools or whether it has powers of control, and, as for (c), the term ‘sponsor’ has
29
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no legal meaning as such, whilst the power to appoint trustees clearly gives rise to an
(indirect) relationship of control.
Meanwhile, ironically, the DfE’s 2017 Governance handbook for academies, multi-academy
trusts and maintained schools33 no longer uses the term ‘chain’. Indeed, it is not clear
whether the DfE has dropped the term altogether: for example, the House of Commons
Education Select Committee report of February 2017 into MATs repeatedly referred to them
as 'chains’,34 but the Government’s October 2017 response did not use the term at all.35
This just adds to the confusion.
In any event, the January 2017 DfE Governance handbook does use the term ‘umbrella trust’
to describe not just what we have seen above, but also uses it more widely to include any
form of ‘arrangements in which a separate trust is used by academy trusts to help them
36
work together’ as well as ‘a trust sitting above a number of academy trusts’. The position
is similar to the term ‘collaborative partnership’ (not one used by the DfE but used by
others), albeit that (presumably) the individual trusts have entered into some form of
agreement to collaborate.
Multi-academy trusts: MATs
However, in terms of who decides what, and the issue of freedom for schools (which is what
the academies programme set out to deliver) the big difference comes in a MAT (which is
the majority situation and which does refer to a legally specific situation, rather than being
some label coined as an overlay). This is because with a MAT, there is just one legal entity,
with one set of trustees. The MAT contracts with the Secretary of State: schools run by a
MAT have no separate legal identity.
Each school provided by (or run by) the MAT is, in law, simply the local site through which
the MAT delivers the provision required by the central contract. Local staff and any local
‘governing body’ or similar have only the role given to them, including any decision-making
role that is given to them by the MAT board itself (including potentially acting in only an
advisory role with no decision-making role at all).37 We shall later consider whether, in some
instances, that means they have actually ceased to exist as schools at all (with the position
actually being that the MAT in question is, in law, a single school with split sites).
The fact that each school run by a MAT (whether the focus is on a local ‘governing body’ or
the head teacher) has only as much decision-making power as the MAT (i.e. the trustees of
33
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the MAT) chooses to give it, means that staff working in or with academies run by MATs
now find themselves in a position similar to that which prevailed for maintained schools
before 1988 (as above). That is because, they can only do what the MAT allows them to do –
indeed, the situation is in some ways analogous to that for maintained schools prior to 1988
when the local authority had more control over the running of schools. In other words,
academies run by MATs do not even have the autonomy and ability to make local (schoolbased) decisions which maintained schools enjoyed from 1988 (and still enjoy), and which
stand-alone academies still enjoy. School governance and structures have gone full circle,
and certainly backwards compared to the vision set out by the Labour Government in
establishing its pre-2010 academies, and by the Coalition Government in 2010.

4 Academies and regional schools commissioners
As noted above, the ‘funding agreements’ which give legal life to academies, are in legal
form contracts between the academy trust and the Secretary of State for Education. When
academies were first established, the Secretary of State delegated the day-to-day exercise
of the powers to which these give rise to civil servants in Whitehall; this included the power
to enter into contracts and the power to vary them and exercise the powers they give.
However, in 2014, eight Regional Schools Commissioners (RSCs) were appointed as DfE civil
servants, with responsibility for approving new academies and intervening to address
underperformance in academies. From 2015, the RSCs also became responsible for
approving the conversion of underperforming maintained schools to academies and
deciding on sponsors. When the Education and Adoption Act 2016 provided the Secretary of
State with new powers to intervene in both maintained schools and academies, these
powers were then exercised by RSCs on behalf of the Secretary of State. The RSCs’
responsibilities also include encouraging organisations to become academy sponsors; taking
decisions on the creation and growth of multi-academy trusts (MATs); and making
recommendations to ministers on free school applications. A Head Teacher Board
comprising between six and eight members (four elected current or former head teachers of
academies in the region) supports RSCs, but the decisions about the running and
organisation of 30 per cent of schools are now – in effect - made by just 8 people. RSCs
report to the National Schools Commissioner who also leads the relationship with a small
group of large sponsors.38
School Commissioners thus exercise significant powers and responsibility with respect to
both academies and maintained schools, but there is a lack of transparency or democratic
accountability: they have been established as a ‘structure’, and appointed as individuals,
without any real public (or parliamentary) scrutiny or control. Overall, this can be seen to
represent a massive centralisation and shift from public scrutiny or democratic oversight of
power.
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As regards funding and financial matters, decision making rests with the Education and Skills
Funding Agency (ESFA), an executive agency, sponsored by the DfE.

5 Schools and their own destiny
In 2017, 73 per cent of academies were part of a MAT (‘the MATs can be part of a wider
sponsor arrangement where the sponsor oversees multiple MATs’), and 27 per cent were
stand-alone academies39 (some were presumably also under umbrella trusts and some in
collaborative partnerships and thus in ‘chains’ at least by some people’s definition of the
term). A small number of MATs are very large, with 40 or more schools.40 However, most
MATs are much smaller with between 2 and 10 schools.41 Moreover, the MATs are not
generally geographically rooted – the larger ones in particular often provide academies
which are widely dispersed across the country.
In any event, the structure and arrangements that apply to a particular school (whether, for
example, maintained, stand-alone academy, academy under an umbrella trust, academy in a
collaborative arrangement or academy run by a MAT, and the particular MAT) will have
been driven by the circumstances at a particular moment in time, and may have little to do
with its current situation. For example, a maintained secondary school deemed to have
been failing prior to the Academies Act 2010 could have been forcibly converted to being,
and still in 2018 remain, a stand-alone academy with a ‘sponsor’; a school which happened
to be deemed ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted in the period after 2010 might have volunteered at
that stage to convert (and with the benefit of generous financial incentives at the time) to
being a stand-alone academy, or to be run by a MAT; and maintained schools struggling in
the period since then may have been forced to convert to being academies run by a MAT.
For academies which have ended up being run by a MAT, the particular choice of (or
imposition of) MAT at the time could make for a completely different experience, because
the style and approach of the different MATs are very different (something to which we will
return below). Other maintained schools, including those which were neither outstanding
nor failing have not been forced to change and many have chosen not to do so; and so they
remain as autonomous schools, maintained by local authorities.
What follows for each particular school is that a structure or approach considered suitable
or required (by the DfE in most cases, but by the school’s governing body in others) by the
circumstances at the time (which might have been as transient as a single bad or good
Ofsted report), may no longer be appropriate.
39
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In some of those situations, each school retains a separate legal identity (stand-alone
academy, academy under umbrella trust, at least according to some people’s definition,
academy in collaborative partnership, etc.), so that, in theory at least, the particular trust for
that particular school could at least contemplate changing the arrangement; even if the
scope for that and the ease with which that could be done in the case of an umbrella trust
or collaborative partnership would depend on the nature of the legal ties between the
individual school’s trust and the umbrella trust (where that is the arrangement) or the other
collaborators (in a collaborative partnership).
However, with a school in a MAT, none of that is an option because the school no longer
exists as a legal entity: ‘it’ (because it does not exist as such) cannot (at the initiative of, say,
its head teacher or local governing body) decide to leave the MAT (say to join another) any
more than the manager in a local Tesco branch can decide one day that the store should
become an Aldi.
As it happens, senior political commentators appear to agree that allowing schools to
initiate a change in their arrangements is a good idea, but – as follows – it is not always clear
which types of arrangements they have in mind, or that they fully appreciate the
complexities of the situation in that simple rallying cry. For example, Andrew Adonis, the
Labour Minister who oversaw many of the academy creations prior to 2010 explained that:
‘Converter academies which have joined chains can leave them pretty well at will since
there is rarely an integral governance dimension’.42 It seems from the context that, when he
used the term ‘chain’ there he meant just MATs (treating MATs and chains as the same
thing, as others have done), but even if he also intended to refer to the other forms of
chains, what he wrote still does not reflect the legal position of MATs. That is because,
moving a school from the control of one MAT to another is a matter for the MATs and the
Secretary of State (in the guise of an RSC, it seems); the school does not exist as a legal
entity in order to express a view, let alone to leave ‘at will’.
Even in relation to academies not in MATs, but which have put themselves under an
umbrella trust or formed a collaborative partnership, then leaving the ‘chain’ in question
would still depend on the nature of the legal relationship between the academy trust and
the umbrella trust, or between the academies in the partnership, as the case may be. Those
ties may be relatively easy to break, but they may not.
In March 2015, Tristram Hunt, then Shadow Education Minister was concerned for the
‘outstanding school leader trapped in a near unbreakable bond with a failing chain’; and
noted that ‘the Government has never set out a process for good schools to “float off” from
poor chains’; and so suggested ‘A sort of “Bosman Ruling” for chains, where good schools
could leave for a better chain more willing to serve the best interests of parents and
pupils.’43 It is not clear whether Tristram Hunt was talking about just MATs, or about the
other forms of chain: his reference to ‘some academy chains [with] far more control, micromanaging and revenue-skimming than in many a local authority’ suggests it was to MATS.
But the ‘Bosman ruling’44 concerned the way in which football transfer rules prevented
42
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professional footballers moving from one club to another, so schools in MATs need much
more than a ‘Bosman ruling’; they need first to be reinstated as legal entities. The
comparison also does not even actually work for umbrella trusts or collaborative
partnerships, because although (like Belgian footballer Jean-Marc Bosman) they at least still
exist as legal entities, what prevents them changing those arrangement (perhaps to enter a
new collaboration) depends on what they agreed to when setting up the collaboration, not
some external rules like those of the football authorities.
From another direction, Graham Brady, chairman of the 1922 Committee, was reported to
have said in 2016 when full academisation of state funded secondary schools was proposed,
that there might be a place for limited legislation on aspects of school reform in the Queen’s
speech – such as measures to help schools leave academy trusts they found
unsatisfactory.45 He appears here to have been referring to the position of schools in MATs
(though it would also include umbrella trusts). If so, then his proposal implies creating (or
re-creating) schools as individual legal entities. We will return to that idea below.

6 Academy freedoms?
As we have seen, there is a mixed economy of state-funded schools including maintained
schools (free-standing legal entities maintained by local authorities); stand-alone academies
(private not-for-profit entities running a single independent schools under a contract with
the Secretary of State), some of which operate under an umbrella trust, some in
collaborative partnerships; and MATs (private not- for-profit entities running multiple
independent schools under a contract with the Secretary of State). Different sets of rules
apply to schools in these different categories and (when it comes to academies) from school
to school or MAT to MAT.
One of the original aims of allowing schools to convert to academy status was said to be
that academies would have more autonomy than other schools, partly in not being
maintained by local authorities, and partly in the relaxation of the particular requirements
which applied to them as schools.46 For example, academies are not obliged to follow the
national curriculum (unlike maintained schools); the current model funding agreement does
not require teachers in academies created using that model to have qualified teacher status;
academies are not obliged to pay teachers in accordance with the School Teachers Pay and
Conditions statutory guidance; and academies are also responsible for their own admissions
(unlike community schools).
There are also a number of other differences. Policies regarding capability of staff and
teacher appraisal are required by maintained schools, but not academies. Certain
information must be published on the web-sites of maintained schools; however whether or
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not such information is published on the academy’s web-site varies according to the funding
agreement.47
In the following sub-sections we focus on four key issues: admissions, the curriculum,
governance and financial matters. Before turning to those, it is worth recalling that, for a
school run by a MAT, it is the MAT which decides on those things - any local governing body
or head teacher has only as much decision-making freedom as the MAT chooses to give at
any particular time. In those within the other forms of chain (umbrella trusts and
collaborative partnership) each academy trust may have agreed to some common approach.
Admissions
‘Stand-alone’ academies are responsible for their own admissions, although the process is
co-ordinated by local authorities and subject to statutory guidance via a School Admissions
Code.48 Whilst some academies adopt the same criteria as community schools, others have
complex arrangements.49 As with all schools responsible for their own admissions, decisionmaking takes place behind closed doors – unless the academy trust requests that the local
authority takes on this role.50 In 2013, the Academies Commission reported that ‘numerous
submissions to the Commission suggest some academies are finding methods to select
covertly’.51
Complaints about the admissions process are the responsibility of a statutory body, the
Office of the Schools Adjudicator (OSA). During 2016/17, the OSA dealt with 200 new
admissions objections: 97 of these concerned admission arrangements for 49 different
academy schools, including free schools.52
The admission arrangements for academies run by MATs are ultimately for the MAT to
decide on, though in practice operationally determined in different ways. The MAT may
directly determine the arrangements for all the academies it runs; it may set parameters
within which the local governing bodies of individual schools determine arrangements
47
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locally; or it may – from a period – delegate the determination of arrangements to individual
governing bodies entirely. According to the OSA, the roles of the trust and local governing
bodies are not always clearly set out or understood by the parties concerned; this can make
it difficult to ascertain whether admission arrangements have been determined as legally
required.53
A number of objections to the OSA regarding admission arrangements have concerned
MATs in which secondary schools prioritise children from primary schools run by the same
MAT, regardless of local links, and where the schools are outside what is felt to be a school’s
normal catchment area. The OSA reported that this affects local authority planning, and can
also lead to a fall in the number of successful preference allocations, increases in transport
costs, and insufficient places within the local area.54
The OSA noted that arrangements for schools that are their own admission authority, such
as academies, are less clear than those for community and voluntary-controlled schools
(where the local authority is the admission authority); in the case of these other two types
of schools, arrangements are ‘almost always clear and uncomplicated so it is easy for
parents and others to understand how places will be allocated’.55
Local authorities can in certain circumstances direct a maintained school to admit the child
or ask the ESFA, on behalf of the Secretary of State, to direct an academy to admit the child.
One local authority reported to the OSA:
A limited number of academies will create obstacles to delay and/or refuse to take
children who are harder to place and with the very limited mandate of the local
authority and the bureaucratic process to enforce direction, it is the vulnerable
children who remain disadvantaged.
The OSA report also noted that ‘some admission authorities appear to seek to delay or
discourage the in-year admission of looked after children’. An example was given as follows:
…in March 2017 the local authority referred a case to the ESFA for direction for an
academy to comply with the binding decision of the independent appeals panel to
uphold an appeal to admit a Year 5 looked after child. To date (5 July 2017) no
direction has been made.56
53
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Curriculum
Unlike maintained schools, academies do not have to follow the national curriculum; instead
they are required to offer a balanced and broadly based curriculum including English, maths,
science, and religious education (RE).
There are some controls – the DfE model funding agreement has been changed so that
more newly created academies cannot teach pseudoscience and must teach evolution.
There are also new rules (but again applying only to academies created after the particular
model which introduced them was introduced) to restrict the religious ethos extending
beyond admissions, RE and assemblies.57 The Academy Trust must also ensure that
principles are promoted which support fundamental British values.58
Stand-alone academy trusts have autonomy over the curriculum within these parameters.
However, academies within a MAT do not have that autonomy as explained above. MATs
may seek to standardise the schools they run, giving less freedom and flexibility than the
schools enjoyed when they were maintained. Research has found that most MATs prescribe
the curriculum to some extent but permit some flexibility in terms of how individual
academies teach and deliver the curriculum.59
Governance
With maintained schools, the composition of the school’s governing bodies is set by
statute60 and minutes of meetings of the governing body are open to public scrutiny.
Crucially, the governing body of the maintained school (itself a free-standing legal entity)
runs the school. For example, section 21 of the Education Act 2002, ‘the conduct of a
maintained school shall be under the direction of the school's governing body’; by
regulation 6(1) of the School Governance (Roles, Procedures and Allowances) (England)
Regulations 2013, the governing body’s ‘core functions’ in a maintained school include:
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(a) ensuring that the vision, ethos and strategic direction of the school are clearly
defined; (b) ensuring that the head teacher performs his or her responsibilities for
the educational performance of the school; and (c) ensuring the sound, proper and
effective use of the school's financial resources.
By regulation 15(5), the governing body of a maintained school decides who should be
appointed as the head teacher. By regulation 6(5), ‘The head teacher is accountable to the
governing body for the performance of all his or her responsibilities’. And by regulation 6(6),
‘The head teacher must comply with any reasonable direction of the governing body’.
Academy trusts have autonomy as regards to their trustees and governance arrangements,
although the board of trustees must include at least two elected parent trustees – in a MAT
the parents can be at board level or on each local governing body.61 However, there is no
requirement for an academy that is run by a MAT even to have its own governing body.
For any academy run by a MAT (i.e. 73 per cent of academies) any school ‘governing body’
which the MAT puts in place is at most, a committee of the MAT trustees. It only acts with
those powers (if any) delegated to it by the MAT trustees, with the ‘scheme of delegation’
being something which the MAT can vary at will from time to time, thus changing the
degree of local management. Therefore, the governing bodies (where they exist at all) of the
4000+ academies run by MATS have considerably less decision-making power and freedom
than the other 27 per cent of academies and the two-thirds of schools which remain as
maintained schools. The items listed above (for example) – finance, the head teacher,
strategy, etc. – are matters over which the MAT, not any governing body the school may
have, has ultimate control.
At least one MAT, E-ACT, explicitly scrapped the notion of a school governing body for the
25 academies which it runs in 2016, with very little left to be decided at the school level (by
a head teacher)62 apparently claiming at the time that other MATs had already done the
same ‘without being “honest” about it’ and apparently contrary to the wishes of governors
who had previously operated in its schools.63
Overall, in many MATs, individual schools now have relatively little (if indeed any) control
over key decisions, including those relating to pay, appraisal, the curriculum, pedagogy and
behaviour management.64 Head teachers who had (for example) been able to enter into
contracts for services and so on when their school was a maintained school, have been
surprised to realise that, as head teachers of schools run by MATs, they can only do what
the MAT allows, since it is the MAT which is the purchasing body not their schools.
As well as showing the loss of autonomy of individual schools, this also shows the way in
which arrangements can be changed unilaterally (delegation arrangements are not
61
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prescribed by the funding agreements) by the MAT. Therefore, the governing body of a
maintained school contemplating converting to being an academy run by a MAT, or for that
matter the governing body of a stand-alone academy (perhaps one of those which
converted, with significant financial incentives in the immediate aftermath of the
Academies Act 2010),65 which is contemplating allowing itself to be taken over by a MAT,
might feel it risky to place reliance on what is said about life for the school when in the MAT:
whatever delegation arrangements are in place today might change tomorrow. Meanwhile,
for academies under umbrella trusts or in collaborative partnerships, the arrangements for
the ‘umbrella’ or the ‘partnership’ would also be in play.
In any event, there is no transparency regarding the decision making of academy trusts – for
example, regarding the curriculum, staffing, expenditure, or procurement. As Robert Halfon,
the Chair of the House of Commons Education Committee, in a letter to the Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for the School System, Lord Agnew, noted: ‘It seems to us that
parents, staff and students are in the dark over who is running their schools and that
decisions are being taken behind closed doors’.66 To that list we would add
parliamentarians.
This opens up a further question as to whether academies run by MATs remain, in law,
‘schools’ at all, or whether for many the MAT itself is actually a ‘school’ operating on a splitsite basis. The context for the point is that, in law, a ‘school’ is essentially defined as an
‘institution’ providing primary or secondary education or both.67 The definitional focus
therefore shifts to the notion of an ‘institution’. This is particularly difficult when evaluating
a split-site school: at what point does a split-site school become (in law) two schools or vice
versa?
This question came to the fore when the Secretary of State needed to consider whether
Tonbridge Grammar School’s plan to open an ‘annexe’ 10 miles away in Sevenoaks should
be seen as amounting to a single, split-site, school or to the creation of a new grammar
school (which would not have been allowed under the ban on new grammar academies
coming from the Academies Act 2010). The initial proposal was rejected, because the
arrangements for the two locations were considered too discrete (and so amounted to the
impermissible creation of a new grammar academy). But a fresh application, with
harmonised and integrated governance arrangements, was approved as an ‘expansion’
(rather than a new school) in October 2015.68
Applying that analysis to MATs opens up the possibility of those MATs which retain much or
all decision-making at the centre (such that everyone at the local level is only 'advisory’)69
actually, in law, being themselves split-site schools (rather than a central MAT which runs a
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series of schools). In other words, what had been thought of as the ‘schools’ have not only
ceased to exist as legal entities (and thus lost local control) but have also ceased to be
‘institutions’ in their own right and thus ceased to be ‘schools’ at all, instead simply
becoming sites or branches of the MAT. The position is even more confusing because the
level of central control and delegation can be varied (by a MAT) over time. A school could
cease to be a school and simply become a site as power was brought to the centre by the
MAT trustees changing the scheme of delegation, or vice versa.
This leads on to a further point, namely ‘schools no-one wants’ (known as ‘SNOWs’). In
2017, two MATs ‘divested themselves’ of their schools – the Education Fellowship Trust (12
academies) and the Wakefield City Academies Trust (21 academies). In both cases the
decision was taken following concerns raised about the schools’ educational standards and
the improvements needed.70 That left the DfE to ‘broker’ the schools ‘into’ (i.e. arrange for
them to be run by) another MAT,71 a process which involved no consultation with parents
(or any other public process).72 As the Chair of the Education Committee, Robert Halfon
noted: ‘Parents seemed to be the last people to know about the imminent collapse of
Wakefield City Academies Trust…and parents are the last to know about the re-brokering or
preferred sponsor for a school in other cases’.73 During this ‘re-brokering’ process, the
schools are ‘often unable to make long-term planning decisions, hire new permanent
members of staff or organise pay rises’.74
These are instances of changes being driven from the MAT or the DfE. As above, for an
academy with its own trust which had put itself under an ‘umbrella trust’, the process could
at least be initiated by its own trust (albeit constrained by whatever arrangements were in
place with the ‘umbrella’). But in all those cases the process would be (or certainly could be)
entirely behind closed doors, without any public involvement or even transparency
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whatsoever. For parents and communities with experience and the expectation of being
involved in the governance of their local school this would be a stark outcome. It also
completely undermines the original notion of schools being set free and given autonomy
(including from central government) by academisation: the outcome is that central
government, in the form of the RSCs, completely and privately decides what happens when
it comes to school re-organisation, at least for those academies (the majority) run by MATs.
Financial matters
The accounts of the academy trust must be audited by external auditors, but the accounts
do not provide a detailed account of how (public) money is spent. This is in contrast to
maintained schools. Established trusts should also include in their annual accounts an
assessment of the trust’s governance, including a review of the composition of the board in
terms of skills, effectiveness, leadership and impact.75
Academies (or MATs for those academies run by MATs) are responsible for setting the
salaries of their staff and are not bound by the School Teachers Pay and Conditions
statutory framework. The House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts (PAC)
expressed concerns that some academy trusts appeared ‘to be using public money to pay
excessive salaries’.76 It noted that the average annual salary of a head teacher in an
academy was £92,000 (for a maintained school it was £88,000). However, in 2015-16, there
were 102 instances of trustees employed at the trust77 being paid salaries which were in
excess of £150,000.78 The PAC noted that ‘unjustifiably high salaries use public money that
could be better spent on improving children’s education, and do not represent value for
money’.79
Academy trusts are able to procure goods and services for their schools in a variety of ways
including via ‘related party transactions’. These are business arrangements between an
academy trust and body with which those responsible for the governance of an academy
trust might have a personal connection; they can include family members.80 According to
the PAC, academy trusts undertook over 3,000 of these transactions worth a total of £120
million in 2015-16. The DfE reported that 40 per cent of academy trusts had ‘related party
transactions’ involving the academy’s head teacher or governors:
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We heard of related party transactions where the rules were not properly followed,
or where there were doubts about the propriety of the transactions. For example,
Wakefield City Academies Trust purchased IT services worth £316,000 from a
company owned by the Chief Executive of the Trust, and paid a further £123,000 for
clerking services provided by a company owned by the Chief Executive’s daughter.81
Other examples of failure to adhere to proper procurement processes have also been
identified.82 In an investigation of one trust, the ESFA noted:
The trust 2015/16 financial statements…confirm the trust had 4 members and 7
trustees. Two of the trustees are also directors of the sponsor company [X] Ltd and
provide school improvement services to the trust. .. The trust’s engagement of a
related party, [X] Ltd, to provide leadership, management and school improvement
services did not follow a proper procurement process in breach of the [Academies
Financial Handbook], the trusts own procurement policies and EU procurement
rules.83
The PAC also reported problems with related party transactions at the Bright Tribe Academy
Trust, which resulted in schools being removed from the trust.84
There have also been cases of money having been siphoned off by academy trustees85 and
criminal prosecutions. For example, £4.1m was siphoned from Haberdashers Aske
Foundation Trust (HAFT) by a former school accountant who was jailed for nine years after
being found guilty of fraud and theft: he had used bank transfers to shift money into his
overseas company.86
The PAC reported that the founder of another academy who was a former teacher, was
ordered to repay £35,000 after being sentenced to prison for defrauding the school. The
founder, and other former members of staff at another academy, paid £69,000 of
government grants into their own bank accounts. The Chair of the Education Committee,
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expressed his concern about asset stripping: ‘We are particularly concerned by the extent to
which failing trusts are stripping assets from their schools’.87
The PAC also expressed concern that some multi-academy trusts were ‘so big, that any
failure of the multi-academy trust would have a negative impact on the education of a large
number of children’ and noted that the DfE ‘could not clearly explain how it protects
schools’ funds and assets when a multi-academy trust fails’. 88 Nor could the DfE say how
many trusts were currently in deficit:
Press reports have noted that eight of the largest 13 academy trusts, including
Ormiston Academies, Academies Enterprise Trust, Greenwood Academies and Ark
Schools, have issued warnings that funding was not sufficient to meet expenditure
pressures. ESFA confirmed that 39 academy trusts were still operating under a
Financial Notice to Improve, which means that the trust has serious financial
problems. The Department was unable to tell us the number of times that it had had
to intervene in an academy trust in difficulties, but reported that around 2.5% of
trusts had to be re-brokered in 2016–17.89

7 Issues and possible solutions
Issues
Bringing all of this together reveals important issues. These include fragmentation, loss of
school autonomy, loss of transparency and democratic oversight, undermining local
strategic planning, no formal public involvement, and a lack of reliable information.
Fragmentation
Many key features in state funded schools vary from school to school, and not just between
maintained schools and academies, also between academies, depending, in part on nothing
more than the timing and circumstances of their creation with no consideration of their
present needs.
Schools have lost autonomy and identity
Despite the academy programme having been initially driven by a wish to give schools
freedom and autonomy, those (the majority of academies) which are now run by MATs have
no freedom – they do not even exist as legal entities to enjoy such freedoms; the process
has rather back-fired.
Indeed, some MATs may well actually now be multi-site schools rather than a central
organisation running a number of schools as they present to be. From a school point of
view, the position for many is worse even than in maintained schools pre-1988.
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Loss of transparency
Decisions which, in maintained schools, are taken by governors appointed by an open
process through meetings which must be publicised and reported on, are – in academies –
now often taken by ‘trustees’, whose appointment remains opaque, and through processes
and meetings which are not subject to rules on openness which apply across other areas of
public life. There is also a lack of transparency with regards to the use of (public) funds, as
academies are not required to provide the same level of detail in financial reports as
maintained schools. This can lead to misuse of funds, impacting resources available to
educate students.
Lack of open democratic oversight
Decisions which, in relation to maintained schools, are taken by local authorities under the
oversight of elected local councillors who operate in meetings subject to ‘public
participation’ obligations, are – for academies – taken by the eight RSCs: individuals
appointed by central government, who exercise considerable power without any local
democratic oversight or requirement for open process. That includes decisions about
opening and closing academies, or ‘re-brokering them’ from one MAT to another.
Undermining local strategic planning
Local authorities remain under a duty to ensure there are sufficient schools in their areas,
but have no direct power to do anything about it given the role played by the RSCs.
No formal public involvement or process
Making changes to maintained schools – opening them, closing them, expanding them,
changing the range of pupils for whom they make provision – involves a public process
(public notices, and opportunity to object, and so on). This does not happen with
academies: the MAT or RSC (depending on the issue) merely makes a decision as to how to
proceed.
Unreliable information
There is a lack of reliable information and apparent misunderstanding of the way in which
the academies policy is working, even from people and organisations directly concerned
with its operation.
Too much autonomy?
Academies are not required to follow the national curriculum, so potentially reducing
educational opportunities for pupils who attend them. Nor are they required to adhere to
the national school teachers’ pay and conditions with potential impacts on teacher
recruitment to and retention by maintained schools.
Some possible solutions
In light of these concerns, we offer some proposals and possible mechanisms for
improvements.
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Reduce fragmentation in the operational specifics
There are various ways in which fragmentation could be reduced; below we give two
examples, admissions and the curriculum.
As regards admissions, there is a strong case to be made for simplifying admissions
arrangements to academies and ensuring alignment between maintained schools and
academies, and across the various academies created over time.
Meanwhile, the rationale for there being different curricular requirements in academies and
maintained schools has the clear potential to lead to pupils receiving different and unequal
educational opportunities: there would seem to be a prima facie case for all schools to be
required to teach broadly the same curriculum.
In overall terms, it is entirely unclear why the rules which the DfE considers appropriate to
apply to the latest generation of academies should not, at the very least apply, to all
academies.
We suggest that the current, entirely incoherent and fragmented, set of provisions are
brought together in a single framework around aspects of school governance such as
admissions, the curriculum and so on. One key aspect of that could be in restoring a
common format for governing bodies, including restoring to academies the requirements
for parental, staff and community involvement. Such a framework could be more or less
prescriptive for each area, as considered appropriate. It would at least ensure a common
framework for all publicly-funded schools (including both academies and maintained
schools).
The template for this could be in the way in which a common framework for special
educational needs (SEN) and exclusions has been introduced for academies (apparently
without any great dissent) and maintained schools, overriding the previous incoherence as
between maintained schools and academies, and as between one academy and another. As
happened in those instances, it would require statutory intervention. In this case,
parliament would set the overall framework, not the particular Secretary of State or RSC of
the moment. A similar approach could also be adopted with regard to teachers’ pay and
conditions.
A further issue relates to admission and exclusion panels. The Local Government
Ombudsman has jurisdiction in relation to panels run by maintained schools (and can
consider complaints of maladministration in that process). However, this is not the case
with academies. There is no justification for this difference.
Introduce transparency
At a minimal level, there is a need for more transparency regarding the governance of
academy trusts. The government could consider imposing rules such as making it obligatory
for the trust to publish its policy for pupils with SEN. Whilst academies and free schools
should publish an online report on their policy for pupils or students with SEN and how they
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put the policy into effect,90 a maintained school must publish an SEN information report on
the school’s policy for pupils with SEN, and should update it annually.91
Information about the expenditure of individual academies could be required in the same
format as for maintained schools. Multi-academy trusts (MATs) supply their financial data to
the DfE at trust level. Although individual academies do provide breakdowns of their own
income and expenditure there are certain items which are managed at trust level and
cannot be split between individual academies.92 In a similar vein, the PAC noted: ‘The
accounts would better support transparency and accountability if they included more
detailed analysis’; it also stressed that the DfE’s ‘rules around related party transactions are
too weak to prevent abuse’.93
Such transparency arrangements could include the arrangements around governance, the
operation of academy governing bodies, and so on. Again, a simple statutory framework
could be introduced to apply to both academies and maintained schools.
Restore autonomy for schools
It seems unlikely that the promoters of academies as a means of giving schools ‘freedom’
envisaged the way in which the emergence of MATs has led to individual schools having no
freedom at all, if indeed they exist as being more than a particular site or branch though
which a particular MAT delivers education rather than as a ‘school’ at all.
The notion of what it means to be a school and the idea that schools have autonomy and
some existence as organisations has been discarded in many instances. Addressing this
would require the reinstatement of the legal identity of all schools currently run by MATs
and (assuming that the contractual/academy model remains part of the system) would
require there to be a contract for each academy, even if a MAT type layer was to remain
(see also below). Restoring the autonomy and legal identity of schools could allow for the
mobility of academies between MATs.
A further opportunity – assuming the continuation of academy type entities – would be the
standardisation (by statute) of the contractual arrangements (rather than the existing
multiplicity of different contracts). In Sweden, for example, where a significant proportion of
schools are run by private bodies and funded by the state, all licences (contracts) are
broadly similar: older licences are transferred in line with changes in legislation which also
means that an operator is unable to invoke the wording or the terms of an old licence.94
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Restore local democratic oversight
As we have seen, 70 per cent of primary and secondary schools are still maintained
schools.95 Even if the other 30 per cent are to remain as academies we would propose that
the contracts under which they operate (newly separated out in relation to MATs, as above)
should be with the local authority rather than the Secretary of State (or, in form now, the
eight RSCs). This move would restore the linkage with local authorities whilst (assuming this
is what is wanted) keeping the relationship a contractual rather than statutory one.
In other words (and unless the process went further, as below), the local authority would
have no greater power over the academy than does the RSC at present, but at least it would
restore a local connection and democratic oversight. There would be no basis for a
complaint that government was taking back greater control over schools – it would simply
be a shift from central government (and indeed RSCs) to local government: localism, it might
be called.
Obviously, this (particularly in the reinstatement of schools currently in MATs as legal
entities in their own right) would create a range of issues to be considered, such as the
continuing role of the existing MAT organisations. However, where they add real value (in
actually supporting the local running of schools, for example) the MAT organisations could
continue as a service which individual schools could call on, perhaps by buying it in, just as
maintained schools can choose to buy in support services from the local authority or from
external providers. Those academy schools would regain the freedom (already and still
enjoyed by maintained schools) to decide from where to purchase the support they needed.
Finally, there is a case to be made for local democratic accountability as regards the
provision of school-based education. If this were to be a policy goal, the presumption of a
‘free school’ when a new school is needed could be removed.
Beyond that
Taken together, those measures would deal with the key problems which have arisen, as
described above. However, they would still leave in place two parallel strands overall:
maintained schools and academies, albeit with both linked to local authorities (rather than
central government) and with common overall requirements around the specifics of
governance and operations. Stopping there would have the attraction of not actually
changing the core legal notion of an academy – a school run by a trust under contract with
the state – and so would be a relatively modest, if powerful, step to take.
A further step, would be to allow academies (newly reinstated as separate legal entities as
above) if they so wished to convert back into maintained schools. A new legal framework
directly enabling such a transition would be required.96 At present the only way an academy
can become maintained again is for the academy to close and then for the local authority to
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open a new maintained school,97 the reverse of how academies were created from
maintained schools pre-Academies Act 2010. It would not be difficult to design a bespoke
mechanism by which a school, reinstated as a legal entity (if necessary, as above, with its
trust’s contract then with the local authority (as above), could make the modest further step
of being a maintained school (again).
Over time, or perhaps if there were a political will to do so more quickly, that process could
be made compulsory. But, as we explain, that is not necessary to deal with many of the
issues and challenges which have, in practice, caused the problems with the academies
programme as it has developed over time.
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